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MATLAB BASED LANGUAGE FOR GENERATING
RANDOMISED MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS II
NURULLA AZAMOV
Abstract. In this work we present an improved version of a MATLAB based coding language for
generating randomised multiple choice questions. This language has been successfully tested at Flinders
University in quite a few mathematics topics.
In the second version of this language there are a number of improvements, including
(1) the so-called hash-tag operators which convert Matlab data structures into mathematics structures
in LaTeX format,
(2) a possibility to keep spike-blocks in separate files and to use pointers to files,
(3) a few new types of questions,
(4) the freeze command which allows to freeze certain random variables for the generation of alter-
native incorrect answers,
(5) the text part \freeze command which allows a certain part of a question’s text not to be repeated
in repeats of the question,
(6) numerous bugs have been fixed,
(7) and there are many new examples of questions generated by spike-blocks.
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1. Introduction
This manual gives description of a special purpose language Spike´` , which is designed to generate
randomised multiple choice tests in mathematics and other subjects. Spike´` is written in and is based on
MATLAB. The output which Spike´` produces is a LATEX file with randomised individualised assignments.
This presumes that a potential user of Spike´` is to be familiar to a certain extent with both MATLAB
and LATEX.
Spike´` combines computing power of MATLAB with LATEX’s typesetting power. Anyone familiar with
both MATLAB and LATEX can learn Spike´` in a few hours. Spike´` is free, MATLAB code of Spike´` is open
and is given in an appendix to this manual.
Example. The following problem is taken from D.C.Giancoli, Physics for scientists and engineers.
A 9.0 V battery whose internal resistance r is 0.50 Ω is connected in the circuit shown in Figure below.
How much current is drawn from the battery?
4.0Ω
9.0Ω
9.0V
0.5Ω
8.0Ω
7.0Ω
6.0Ω
To draw electric circuits we use the circuitikz package by M.Redaelli. The following spike-code
generates randomised versions of this problem.
<<problemR;
R1,R2,R3,R4,R5!={3:15};
V={7:20};
r={0.3:0.1:0.7};
R=R2+R3*R4/(R3+R4);
R=R*R1/(R+R1);
R=r+R+R5;
I = V/R;
answer(’#2r’,I);
@2;V, r, R1, R5, V, r, R2, R3, R4;
A $#1r$ V battery whose internal resistance $r$ is $#2r\ \Omega$
is connected in the circuit shown in Figure below. How much current (in A)
is drawn from the battery?
\begin{figure}[h!]
\begin{center}
\begin{circuitikz}
\draw (0,0) to[short] (0,5) to[short] (1,5) to[short] (1,6)
to[R=$#1r \Omega$] (6,6) to[short] (6,5) to[short] (7,5)
to[R=$#1r \Omega$] (7,0) to[short] (5,0)
to[battery=$#1r$V] (4,0)
to[R=$#1r\Omega$] (2,0) to[short] (0,0);
\draw (1,5) to[short] (1,3) to[R=$#1r \Omega$] (3,3) to[short] (3,4)
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to[R=$#1r \Omega$] (5,4) to[short] (5,3) to[short] (6,3) to[short] (6,5);
\draw (3,3) to[short] (3,2) to[R=$#1r \Omega$] (5,2) to[short] (5,3);
\end{circuitikz}
\end{center}
\end{figure}
>>
1. [2p] A 14.0 V battery whose internal resistance r is 0.70 Ω is connected in the circuit shown in Figure
below. How much current (in A) is drawn from the battery?
8.0Ω
7.0Ω
14.0V
0.7Ω
4.0Ω
11.0Ω
3.0Ω
(A) 1.21 (B) 1.23 (C) 1.25 (D) 1.27 (E) 1.29
2. How does Spike`´ work?
2.1. Installing Spike. To install Spike´` unzip the file spike.zip to Matlab\ folder. The file spike.zip
contains Spike’s Matlab-code, an example of top-file, lots of examples of spike-files, etc.
2.2. To get started. Spike´` is written in MATLAB, and spike files are executed by MATLAB’s processor.
The aim of this program is to produce a LaTeX file which contains randomised assignments, one per each
student.
An assignment has two attributes: assignment’s topic and assignment number. Hence, Spike´` has two
input arguments: topic code and assignment number. Assuming that the topic code is MATH3731 and the
assignment being prepared is the third one, the following Matlab command prepares the assignment:
>>spike(’MATH3731’,3)
This command should be run from the folder \Spike\, otherwise an error message is produced. The cur-
rent folder \Spike\ should have a subfolder whose name coincides with the topic code, that is, MATH3731\.
This folder will be referred to as the topic folder. The topic folder should have the following subfolders:
Final\
Logs\
Marks\
Prelim\
SPK\
Submissions\
Spike´` saves the output LaTeX file with the assignment in the subfolder \Prelim\. The output LaTeX
file is named ANV1.tex, so in this case it will be A3V1.tex.
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The file A3V1.tex contains one assignment for each student. The topic folder should contain a file
with a list of students’ ID’s enrolled in the topic. The name of this file should be StudList.txt. This
file will be referred to as student list file. It may look as follows:
2006280
2032971
2062720
2084704
-------
These are student IDs of four students enrolled in the topic MATH3731. As a result, Spike´` will prepare
four assignments. A file with list of students should have a line which starts with “seven dashes” -------.
Everything which follows after this line is ignored by Spike´` . This is convenient if there is a very large
number of students enrolled in the topic, so in the testing regime one can temporarily put “seven dashes”
after say the second line.
The topic folder should also have a file which contains the Spike´` -code for the assignment. The name of
this file has strict format: AN.spk. So, in our case the topic folder must have a file A3.spk. This manual
explains how to prepare these kind of spk-files.
The current folder should also have a file with name topfile.tex. This file will be called top-file. The
top-file contains assignment information such as due date, submission instructions, definitions of some
LATEX commands, etc.
For example, the spike folder \Spike\ in my computer contains the following folders and files:
[+] MANUAL\
[+] MATH2702\
[+] MATH2722\
[+] MATH3712\
[-] MATH3731\
[+] Final\
[+] Logs\
[+] Marks\
[-] Prelim\
A1V1.tex
A2V1.tex
A3V1.tex
A4V1.tex
A1V2.tex
A2V2.tex
A3V2.tex
A4V2.tex
[+} SPK
[+] Submissions\
A1.spk
A2.spk
A3.spk
A4.spk
Ex.spk
StudList.txt
[+] Spike_m_files\
[+] SpikeMark\
[+] STAT0000\
[+] Utils\
examtopfile.tex
spike.m
examtopfile.tex
topfile.tex
what_is_new.txt
Spike´` overwrites an old assignment LATEX-file if there is one. Hence, as long as one is happy with the
final version of the assignment and the assignment is ready to be posted on a university online learning
site, it is desirable if not necessary to copy the final version to a secure place where Spike´` does not poke
its nose. The folder Final is that secure place.
On successful completion of its work Spike´` gives a message of the following kind:
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>> spike(’MATH3731’,3)
spike, version 2017 D7, by Nurulla Azamov
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia, 2014.
Preparing version 1 of the assignment:
Variant 1: 123456789012345678901234567890 done.
Variant 2: 123456789012345678901234567890 done.
...
Variant 21: 123456789012345678901234567890 done.
Version 1 is done.
Number of questions: 20
Number of problems: 43
Number of WARNINGS: 3.
The assignment file \MATH3731\Prelim\A3V1.tex has been copied to
..\..\Nur\Teaching Semester 2\MATH3731\Assignments
Here Spike´` prepared 21 variants of an assignment since apparently 21 students were enrolled in the
topic MATH3731. Each assignment contains 30 questions.
In the case something goes wrong Spike´` produces an error message and allows to choose whether
to continue or to terminate the program. If something goes really wrong then Spike´` will terminate
preparation of the assignment and will try to explain what went wrong. For example:
spike, version D7, by Nurulla Azamov
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia, 2014.
Preparing version 1 of the assignment:
Variant 1: 123456789012345678901
Spike: ERROR in spike-block starting at line 166 in spk-file.
Spike-block type: problemI
Line with error:
!answer(#s,answ);!
Message:
An answer command must have exactly two quotes.
Press Ctrl+Pause to terminate the program.
It can be seen that the cause of the error was in the 12th question. In this particular case the error is
that a line of code was missing quotes: it should be answer(’#s’,answ);.
2.3. Disclaimer. Copyright 2014 Nurulla Azamov.
Permission to use, copy and distribute this manual and software for any purpose is hereby granted free
of charge, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of this
software and related documentation. This software is provided ’as-is’ without any warranty of any kind.
3. Randomising variables
To generate a random number one can use standard Matlab functions, such as
a = randi(10);
Spike provides a different more flexible way of generating random numbers.
The command
p = {2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19};
assigns to p one of the prime integers 2, 3, . . . , 19 with equal probabilities. The command
a = {2:3,5:8,10:24,26:35};
assigns to a a random value from the range 1..35 which is not a complete square, and
b = {2:7,9:26,28:63,65:100};
assigns to b a random value from the range 1..100 which is not a complete cube. If one needs a larger
range such as 1..10000, then the same goal in a spike-block can be achieved by
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b = {2:10000};
condition=(mod(b^(1/3),1)<0.001);
The intervals may overlap, and the probability of a particular value is proportional to the number of
times the value is listed. For instance, the command
c = {0,0,1,1,1};
assigns to c the value 0 with probability 0.4 and the value 1 with probability 0.6. Further, inside the
curved brackets we can use Matlab formatted arrays, but in this case we should write := instead of =,
such as
d := {zeros(1,17),ones(1,23),2*ones(1,60)};
This assigns to d the value 0 with probability 0.17, the value 1 with probability 0.23, and the value 2
with probability 0.60.
One can use more than one pair of curved brackets in one command. For example,
x = {1:5} + {3:6};
This will assign to x the sum of two random numbers from the ranges 1..5 and 3..6 respectively. The
operator
x = [{-3:5}, {3:6}, {-9:-2}];
would return a random vector.
The curved brackets can be nested. For example, one can use the operator
t = {1{2:5}:3{3:5}};
In such a case Spike´` first processes inner pairs of curved brackets.
3.1. Multiple assignment operators !=, !<, := and :<. In creating randomised questions it is often
necessary to obtain two or more different random numbers from the same range. There are four types of
multiple assignment operators :=, :<, != and !< which allow to do this.
For example, the command
a,b!={1:8};
assigns to a and b different values from the range 1..8. Here before the assignment operator != we can
give a list of variables separated by commas. For each variable x in the list the assignment operator
x={1:8} will be executed in such a way that all variables in the list will get different random values. It
is also often desirable to have different values of variables which are sorted. In this case one should use
!< instead of !=. For instance, the command
a,b,c,d!<{1:20};
will assign different values to variables a,b,c,d in such a way that a<b<c<d.
The operators != and !< we shall call multiple assignment operators.
The only restriction in the usage of multiple assignment operators is that there should be only one
pair of curved brackets with some text between them and nothing else. For example, the operators
a,b,c,d!={1:7, 2:10, 13, 14};
x,y,z!<{-0.1:0.7, 2:2:10};
are ok, but the operators
a,b,c,d!={1:7, 2:10, 1{3:4}};
x,y,z!<{-1:7}/10;
are not.
The array inside curved brackets does not need to be a number array. For instance,
a,b!={’A’:’Z’};
x,y,z!<{’a’:’k’, ’hello’};
would work. In the second case here the three characters will be sorted in alphabetical order.
The operators := and :< work as != and !< with only one difference: the former pair of operators
allows equal values for variables being assigned.
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4. Writing Spike-programs
4.1. Spike-blocks. In this section we explain how to prepare a spike file. A spike file consists of a
sequence of spike blocks. A spike block is a text which comes between spike-brackets << and >>. Spike-
brackets should be placed at the beginning of a line. If << or >> is found somewhere inside a line, then
it is not considered as a spike-bracket. The code in a spike-file is executed in a cycle k times, where k is
the length of the student-list file.
There are three types of spike-blocks: text-blocks, data-blocks and question-blocks. In their turn
question-blocks can be one of the following types: I, R, A, B, D, T, G, H and V.
A question-block has the format
<<problemX;
...
>>
where X is one of the letters I, R, A, B, D, T, G, H or V. How to prepare a question-block will be explained
in subsequent subsections.
Any text outside spike-blocks is ignored by Spike´` . Hence, one can use space between spike-blocks for
comments.
Instead of a spike-block one can give a pointer to a file which contains a single spike-block, in the
following manner:
...
##[Path][filename]
...
For example,
<<text;
\bigskip
{\bf Elements of mathematicsl logic.}
>>
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\10.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\20.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\30.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\40.spk
% ##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\50.spk not ready yet
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\60.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Mathematical_logic\70.spk
<<text;
\bigskip
{\bf Sets.}
>>
##MATH3731\SPK\Sets\10.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Sets\20.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Sets\30.spk
##MATH3731\SPK\Sets\40.spk
4.2. Text-blocks. If a spike-block is a text-block, then Spike´` copies the content of the block into the
output LaTeX file.
A text-block has the format
<<text;
(Some text to be written
into the output file)
>>
For example, if we are about to prepare a spike-block which prepares a question about the Central
Limit Theorem, then we may write such a text-block:
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<<text;
\bigskip
{\bf The Central Limit Theorem.}
>>
One can write LaTeX commands in a text-block too, of course.
4.3. Data-blocks. A data-block has the format
<<data;
(Matlab commands defining, say, some variables
to be used in other spike-blocks)
>>
In a data block we can define some variables. For example, assume that a question asks to convert a
number from base 10 to base b. We can define the base b in a data-block as follows:
<<data;
b = {2:8};
>>
The command b = {2:8}; assigns to b a random value from the interval 2..8. Then the variable b can
be used in all subsequent spike-blocks, until it is redefined or removed.
4.4. Questions of type I, R and A. Questions of types I, R and A (I for “integer”, R for “real”, A
for “approximate”) have the following structure:
<<problemI;
(Command part)
answer(...);
@Mark[:NRepeats[:NAltAns]];[parameters;]
(Text of question)
>>
where problemI identifier should be replaced by problemR or problemA for the other two types.
There is little difference between these three types of questions, so we will call them type IR questions.
Here the (Command part) is the command part of a type IR question, Mark is a one-digit number which
is treated as number of points given for a correct answer to the question, NRepeats is the number of
repeats of the question, and NAltAns is the number of multiplce choice answers. (Text of question) is the
text part of the question which may contain some randomised variables, and (parameters) are parameters
of the text part of the question. The parameters NRepeats and NAltAns are not compulsory.
The command part consists of a sequence of MATLAB commands, but some of those commands can
be special Spike´` commands which are translated to MATLAB commands by Spike´` before feeding them
to MATLAB’s processor. The aim of these commands is
(1) to randomise certain elements of the multiple choice question,
(2) to find the correct answer to the question,
(3) to generate NAltAns-1 alternative incorrect answers.
In the current version of Spike´` all MATLAB commands should be written in one line. For example,
you can use double-nested for-cycle but you should fit them into a single line. This is a bit inconvenient
but since one can use MATLAB functions in the command part this is not a big problem.
The text part of type IR question is the text of the multiple choice question which is typed in LATEX
format and some elements of which are replaced by values of variables given in the command part. For
example, a question asking to add three integer numbers may have the following text part:
Find the sum of numbers 47, #r and #r.
This means that the first of these three numbers is not randomised while the other two are. The
commands #r and #r are replaced by values of two variables which are given in the second @-parameter,
for example, a,b;. This means that the first number #r will be replaced by the value of the variable a,
and the second number will be replaced by the value of the variable b.
A type I question may look as follows:
<<problemI;
a,b:={10:99};
c=47+a+b;
answer(’$#r$’,c);
@2;a,b;
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Find the sum of numbers 47, #r and #r.
>>
Here a,b:={10:99}; is a command which assigns to the variables a and b integer values chosen
randomly from the interval 10..99.
The command c=47+a+b; solves the question in the sense that it finds the correct answer. Every type
I or R question (but not A, more about this later) must also have “the answer command”; in the example
above it is
answer(’$#r$’,c);
Spike´` replaces this command by the MATLAB command
answer=xprintf(’$#r$’,’c’);
before feeding it to MATLAB’s processor, where xprintf is a MATLAB function which will be discussed
in depth later. Thus, the answer command produces a string variable answer which is later used as one
of the multiple choice answers.
Apart from this, a type IR question also produces NAltAns-1 alternative incorrect answers. This is
where the difference between type I and type R questions comes in. To produce incorrect answers Spike´`
runs the command part of type I question NAltAns-1more times. Spike´` makes sure that all the NAltAns
multiple choice answers are different. If the next answer is not “new” then Spike´` runs the command part
again until a new answer is produced. If Spike´` fails to produce a new answer after a certain number of
attempts, it stops and gives an error message. Finally, Spike´` randomly permutes the NAltAns multiple
choice answers, but it does not permute the answers if the question is of type R, since in this case the
multiple choice answers are naturally random.
Example.
<<text;
\bigskip
\noindent {\bf The Central Limit Theorem}
>>
<<problemI;
n={101:300};
k=round(n/2+{-11:-2,2:11});
p=0.5;
q=1-p;
z=((k+0.5)-n*p)/sqrt(n*p*q);
r=normcdf(z,0,1);
answer(’#4r’,r);
@2;n,k;
A fair coin is tossed #r times.
Find approximately the probability that
the number of tails will not exceed #r.
>>
The Central Limit Theorem
2. [2p] A fair coin is tossed 287 times. Find approximately the probability that the number of tails will
not exceed 154.
(A) 0.2782 (B) 0.9030 (C) 0.1789 (D) 0.2235 (E) 0.9898
In a type R question the answer is supposed to be a real number, such as 13.7834801 . . . . In this case
Spike´` rounds the answer according to instructions given in the command part and then replaces the last
digit of the answer by four other digits of the same parity: if the last digit is odd (even) then Spike´`
replaces the last digit by odd (even) digits.
For example, if in the code above we replace problemI by problemR then the result will be different:
3. [2p] A fair coin is tossed 233 times. Find the probability that the number of tails will not exceed 114.
(A) 0.3960 (B) 0.3962 (C) 0.3964 (D) 0.3966 (E) 0.3968
Type R questions have two advantages compared to type I: smart-guessing the correct answer becomes
more difficult if not impossible and the code runs faster.
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Example.
Question 1. Prevalence of a medical condition in a population is equal to 0.15. What is the probability
that exactly 3 people from a random sample of 9 people chosen from this population have the condition?
We will randomise three elements of this question: prevalence, the size of random sample and the number
of people from the sample having the condition.
<<problemR;
n={7:11};
k={2:5};
prvl={9:28}/100;
p=nchoosek(n,k)*prvl^k*(1-prvl)^(n-k);
answer(’#5r’,p);
@3;prvl,k,n;
Prevalence of a medical condition in a population is equal to #2r.
What is the probability that exactly #r people from a random sample
of #r people chosen from this population have the condition?
>>
4. [3p] Prevalence of a medical condition in a population is equal to 0.22. What is the probability that
exactly 3 people from a random sample of 8 people chosen from this population have the condition?
(A) 0.17210 (B) 0.17212 (C) 0.17214 (D) 0.17216 (E) 0.17218
Everything will work in the same way if we replace the identifier problemR by problemI but in this
case the incorrect answers will be different.
4.5. freeze command in type I questions. In type I questions Spike runs the command part NAltAns
times, — the first time to produce a question and the correct answer and the other NAltAns-1 times to
produce incorrect answers. Sometimes it is desirable to have a randomised variable, which would have
the same value in all these NAltAns runs. For this purpose there is freeze command. All commands
which appear before the freeze command are executed only once in the first run, in the other NAltAns-1
runs the same value is used.
Example. Here we produce a randomised system of two linear equations with coefficients from a
field Zp. The value of p needs to be frozen.
<<problemI;
p={7,11,13,17};
freeze
a,b,A,B!={2:p-1};
condition = NotZero(mod(a*B-A*b,p));
x,y!={2:p-1};
c=mod(a*x+b*y,p);
C=mod(A*x+B*y,p);
rmdr=mod(x^2+y^2,p);
answer(’#r’,rmdr);
@3:3;a,b,c,A,B,C,p;
The system of equations $#r x + #r y = #r $ and $#r x + #r y = #r $
has a unique solution $(x,y)$ in~$\mbZ_{#r}.$ Find this solution
and then compute $x^2+y^2.$
>>
5. [3p]
(a) The system of equations 3x+ 9y = 12 and 13x+ 4y = 4 has a unique solution (x, y) in Z17. Find
this solution and then compute x2 + y2.
(A) 10 (B) 1 (C) 15 (D) 8 (E) 0
(b) The system of equations 6x + 2y = 9 and 3x + 7y = 6 has a unique solution (x, y) in Z13. Find
this solution and then compute x2 + y2.
(A) 2 (B) 12 (C) 11 (D) 0 (E) 6
(c) The system of equations 10x+ 2y = 3 and 3x+ 8y = 10 has a unique solution (x, y) in Z11. Find
this solution and then compute x2 + y2.
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(A) 9 (B) 4 (C) 8 (D) 5 (E) 7
4.6. Questions of type A. Sometimes a question requires to find an approximate solution of a problem.
In this case one may choose to use type A question. The difference of type A question from type R one is
that the command part in type A question produces two variables approxans and exactans, instead of
the variable answer. To produce multiple choice answers Spike will choose approxans with that number
of digits which makes it different from exactans by three digits.
Example.
<<problemA;
c,d:={2:10};
approxans=BisectionMethodF3(c,d,1,2,100,10^(-3));
exactans=BisectionMethodF3(c,d,1,2,100,10^(-8));
@4:2;c,d;
Find a solution of the given equation in $[1,2]$ using
the Bisection Method with tolerance $\verb!tol!=10^{-3}.$
As a stopping condition use $|f(x_n)| < \verb!tol!.$
\freeze
$x^5-#rx-#r=0$
>>
6. [4p] Find a solution of the given equation in [1, 2] using the Bisection Method with tolerance tol =
10−3. As a stopping condition use |f(xn)| < tol.
(a) x5 − 4x− 4 = 0
(A) 1.5969841 (B) 1.5969843 (C) 1.5969845 (D) 1.5969847 (E) 1.5969849
(b) x5 − 7x− 2 = 0
(A) 1.6912840 (B) 1.6912842 (C) 1.6912844 (D) 1.6912846 (E) 1.6912848
4.7. Volume of questions of type I, R and A. With every question of type I, R or A we can associate
a positive integer which we shall call volume of the question. By definition, the volume of a question
of type IR is the power of the set of all possible different questions which Spike´` can produce using the
question’s code. There is also a second and different way to define the volume: it is the power of the set
of all possible different answer strings which Spike´` can produce using the question’s code. Often there is
no difference between these two volumes but in general they are different. To distinguish them, we shall
call the second volume the answer volume. In any case the volume is always > the answer volume.
Example.
<<problemI;
a,b:={1:6};
c=a+b;
answer(’$#r$’,c);
@2;a,b;
Find the sum of numbers #r and #r.
>>
The volume of this question is 36 and the answer volume is 11.
It is desirable to keep volumes of questions of type IR large enough, say, at least 200. This is especially
important for questions of type I since small volumes slow down processing of spike-code. More crucial
reason for having a large volume is to decrease a chance that two students will get the same question.
Spike tries to estimate volume of a question and this estimate is shown after the question itself in the
output LaTeX file. If the volume is small, Spike gives a warning in the log-file.
Volume of a question is a measure of the size of the sample space of randomised variations of a question,
as such it does not evaluate the entropy of the corresponding probability distribution. Therefore it is
possible that a type IR block with large volume but small entropy will often produce identical questions.
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4.8. The variable condition for questions of type I, R and A. It is often necessary to ensure that
random variables satisfy a certain contidition(s). For example, if a question asks to solve a system of two
linear equations with two unknowns then the coefficients a, b, c, d of the system must satisfy the condition
ad− bc 6= 0. There is a special variable condition in questions of type IR which facilitates this task.
The variable condition may appear several times in one spike-block. Spike´` runs the command part
in a cycle until all conditions hold.
Example.
<<problemI;
a1,a2!={2:15};
b1,b2!={2:15};
c1,c2!={2:15};
condition=(a1*b1~=a2*b2);
x=(a2*c2+a1*c1)/(a2*b2-a1*b1);
answer(’$#r$’,x);
@1;a1,b1,c1,a2,b2,c2;
Solve the equation
$$
#r(#r x + #r) = #r(#r x - #r).
$$
>>
7. [1p] Solve the equation
7(13x+ 6) = 4(15x− 7).
(A) 13
3
(B) 166
27
(C) − 203
138
(D) 45 (E) − 70
31
4.9. The text part of questions of type I, R and A. The text part of a question of type IR is
what comes between the at-line and the closing spike-bracket >>. The text part is a plain text written in
LaTeX format with one exception: the hash-tag symbol # has a special role. In the text part the hash-tag
symbol is used as a formatting operator in a way similar to the usage of the percentage symbol in the
Matlab function fprintf.
Example.
<<problemI;
a,b:={1:6};
c=a+b;
answer(’$#r$’,c);
@2;a,b;
Find the sum of numbers $#r$ and $#r.$
>>
4.10. Questions of type B. If an answer to a question is a value of a categorical variable, then it is
preferable to use spike-block of type B. The command part of type B block has to produce a discrete
variable bool (for “boolean”) with values in 0:N-1, where N is the number of values of the categorical
variable. The variable bool indicates which of those values represents the correct answer: if bool==0,
then the correct answer is (A), if bool==1, then the correct answer is (B), etc.
The values of the categorical variable should be listed in the answer command, separated by the tilde
~ symbol. Type B block treats N as the number of alternative multiple choice answers and therefore it
ignores the third parameter of the at-line if there is one.
Examples.
<<problemB;
[f,g]=GetIrreducibleDegree3Poly(p);
bool={0,1};
if bool==1, poly=f; else poly=g; end
answer(’No~Yes’);
@2:2;p,poly;
Is the quotient ring $\mbZ_{#r}[x]/\langle #>p \rangle$ a field?
>>
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8. [2p] Is the quotient ring Z7[x]/〈6x3 + 5x2 + 5x+ 6〉 a field?
(A) No (B) Yes
Here GetIrreducibleDegree3Poly(p) is a Matlab function which generates a random pair of irre-
ducible and reducible polynomials.
<<problemB;
A=randi(11,2,2)-4;
condition=NotZero(det(A));
lmb=eig(A);
a=real(lmb);
condition=NotZero(a(1)*a(2));
b=imag(lmb);
nonreal=NotZero(b(1));
arereal=~nonreal;
if arereal && a(1)<0 && a(2)<0, bool=0; end
if arereal && a(1)>0 && a(2)>0, bool=1; end
if arereal && a(1)*a(2)<0, bool=2; end
if nonreal && a(1)<0, bool=3; end
if nonreal && a(1)>0, bool=4; end
answer(’stable\;node~unstable\;node~saddle~stable\;focus~unstable\;focus’);
@2:2;A(1,:),A(2,:);
Find the type of zero solution of the following
system of ODE’s:
\begin{equation*}
\begin{split}
x’ & = #"~x,y"l \\
y’ & = #"~x,y"l.
\end{split}
\end{equation*}
>>
9. [2p] Find the type of zero solution of the following system of ODE’s:
x′ = x+ 5y
y′ = −x+ 7y.
(A) stable node (B) unstable node (C) saddle (D) stable focus (E) unstable focus
4.11. Questions of type T. A type T question (T for “true”) has the following structure:
<<problemT;
% False statements
False statement 1
False statement 2
...
False statement N
-------
% True statements
True statement 1
True statement 2
...
True statement M
@Mark[:NRepeats];k;
How many of the following assertions are true?
>>
Here Spike´` chooses randomly k statements from the list of N+M statements, where the first N statements
are false and the next M statements are true. True statements are given after the false ones, separated by
the seven dashes -------. The lines which start with % are comments and are ignored. Hence, the lines
% False statements and %True statements are not necessary, but they are a good reminder. Type T
block does not produce multiple choice answers, since the number of true statements is itself treated as
an answer.
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Example.
<<problemT;
% False statements
Antelope
Zebra
Giraffe
Rabbit
Hippopotamus
Elephant
-------
% True statements
Tiger
Wolf
Lion
Cheetah
Bobcat
Cat
Coyote
@2:2;4;
How many of the following animals are carnivores?
>>
10. [2p]
(a) How many of the following animals are carnivores?
(1) Tiger
(2) Elephant
(3) Hippopotamus
(4) Bobcat
(b) How many of the following animals are carnivores?
(1) Giraffe
(2) Lion
(3) Coyote
(4) Antelope
A statement in type T question can be written in more than one line, but in this case the second and
subsequent lines should start with at least three empty spaces, as in the example shown below.
Example.
<<text;
\bigskip
\noindent {\bf Properties of $E(X)$ and $\Var(X)$}
>>
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Properties of E(X) and Var(X)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
<<problemT;
% False
$x_1+\ldots+x_n=1.$
$E(XY) = E(X)E(Y).$
$E(X^2) = [E(X)]^2.$
$E(\abs{X}) = \abs{E(X)}.$
$E(g(X)) = g(E(X)).$
For any real number $c$ \ $\Var(cX) = c\Var(X).$
If $c$ is a constant then $E(c) = 0.$
If $c$ is a constant then $\Var(c) = c.$
$E(X) \geq 0.$
-------------------------------------------------------------------
% True
$p_1+\ldots+p_n=1.$
$E(X+Y) = E(X)+E(Y).$
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For any number $c$ \ $E(cX) = cE(X).$
If $c$ is a constant then $E(c) = c.$
$E(X) = p_1x_1+\ldots+p_nx_n.$
$E(X^2) = p_1x_1^2+\ldots+p_nx_n^2.$
$E(g(X)) = p_1g(x_1)+\ldots+p_n g(x_n).$
If $X$ and $Y$ are independent
then $E(XY) = E(X)E(Y).$
If $X$ and $Y$ are independent
then $\Var(X+Y) = \Var(X) + \Var(Y).$
For any real number $c$ \ $\Var(cX) = c^2\Var(X).$
$\Var(X) = E(X^2)- [(E(X)]^2.$
$\Var(X) \geq 0.$
$E(X^2) \geq 0.$
If $c$ is a constant then $\Var(c) = 0.$
If $\Var(X) = 0$ then $X$ is
a constant random variable.
% -------------------------------------------------------------------
@1;8;
Let $X$ be a random variable which takes values $x_1,\ldots,x_n$
and only these values with respective probabilities $p_1,\ldots,p_n,$
let $Y$ be another random variable and let $g(x)$ be a function.
How many of the following assertions are always correct?
>>
Properties of E(X) and Var(X)
11. [1p] Let X be a random variable which takes values x1, . . . , xn and only these values with respective
probabilities p1, . . . , pn, let Y be another random variable and let g(x) be a function. How many of the
following assertions are always correct?
(1) If c is a constant then Var(c) = 0.
(2) For any number c E(cX) = cE(X).
(3) E(X2) = [E(X)]2.
(4) Var(X) = E(X2)− [(E(X)]2.
(5) E(X) > 0.
(6) If X and Y are independent then E(XY ) = E(X)E(Y ).
(7) E(g(X)) = g(E(X)).
(8) E(X2) = p1x
2
1 + . . .+ pnx
2
n.
4.12. Randomising statements of type T question. A type T question has a set of false and true
statements to choose randomly from. Often certain elements of such statements can be varied without
affecting their false/true value. For example, in a statement of the kind
The numbers 23 and 43 are congruent modulo 8.
we can replace 23 by any other number of the kind 23 + 8k with integer k without affecting value of the
statement itself. In such a case Spike´` allows to randomise elements of statements. In order to do this in
the case of the statement above we can replace it by
The numbers #r and 43 are congruent modulo 8.@23+8*{0:20}
In this case the operator #r will be replaced by one of the numbers 23, 23 + 8, . . . , 23 + 8 · 20. We can
randomise the second number too, for example, as follows:
The numbers #r and #r are congruent modulo 8.@23+8*{0:20},43+8*{-9:9}
After the @-character one can use variables which were defined in a data block. For example, after the
data block
p={13,17,19,23,29,31,37};
we can use in a type T question a randomised statement of this kind:
The number $#r^{#r}$ is congruent to 1 modulo $#r.$@{2:p-1},p-1,p
Example.
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<<problemT;
% False
$u_{xx} #+cu_{xy} #+cu_{yy}
= u^{#r}_x + \cos(x)u_y$@{-6:-1,1:6},{-6:-1,1:6},{-6:-1,2:6}
$u^{#r}_{xx} #+cu_{xy} #+cu_{yy}
= #cu_x + \cos(x)u_y$@{2:6},{-6:-1,1:6},{-6:-1,1:6},{-8:8}
$u_{xx} #+cu^{#r}_{xy} - #r u_{yy}
= u_x + \cos(x)u_y$@{-6:-1,1:6},{2:6},{-6:-2,2:6}
$u_{xx} + #ru_{xy} + u_{yy} - #ru_x + #ru_y + \cos u
= 0$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
$u_{xx} + #ru_{xy} + u_{yy} - #ru_x + #ru_y + \sin u
= 0$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
$u_{xx} + #ru_{xy} + u_{yy} - #ru_x + #ru_y + e^u
= 0$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
$u u_{xxx} #+cu_{yyy} = u_x + e^{#cx } u_y$@{-8:8},{-8:-1,1:8}
$#r u^2_{xx} + #r u_{xy} + #r u_{yy} - #r u_x + #r u_y + #r u
= 0$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16},{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
------------------------------------------------------------
% True
$(#rx^2 + #ry)u_{xx} + \sin #rx\ u_{yy}
= \cos #r x \ u_x + \cos(x+y) u_y + e^{x+y}$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
$u_{xxx} - #r u_{yyy} = u_x + e^{#r x} u_y$@{2:16},{2:16}
$u_{xxxx} - #r u_{yyyy} = #ru_x + #ru_y$@{2:16},{2:16},{2:16}
$u_t = #r u_{xx}$@{2:21}
$u_{tt} = #r u_{xx}$@{2:21}
@1:2;5;
How many of the following partial differential
equations are linear (whether homogeneous or not)?
>>
12. [1p]
(a) How many of the following partial differential equations are linear (whether homogeneous or not)?
(1) uxx + 14uxy + uyy − 11ux + 2uy + cosu = 0
(2) u6xx − 5uxy − 6uyy = −7ux + cos(x)uy
(3) uxx + 2uxy + uyy − 15ux + 2uy + eu = 0
(4) uxx − uxy − uyy = u−4x + cos(x)uy
(5) uxxx − 11uyyy = ux + e16xuy
(b) How many of the following partial differential equations are linear (whether homogeneous or not)?
(1) ut = 8uxx
(2) uuxxx − 5uyyy = ux + e2xuy
(3) utt = 14uxx
(4) uxxx − 11uyyy = ux + e16xuy
(5) uxx + 4u
5
xy −−3uyy = ux + cos(x)uy
4.13. Toggling statements in type T questions. If in the list of statements in a type T question
we wish to give a negation of another statement then this can be done as follows: after the false or true
statement put && and then the negation. In this case Spike´` will choose with equal probability one of
those two statements.
Example.
<<problemT;
% False statements
Tom Cruise
Leonardo DiCaprio
Tom Hanks
Brad Pitt&&Jennifer Aniston
Johnny Depp&&Kate Winslet
Dwayne Johnson
Samuel Jackson
Ryan Gosling
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-------
Helen Hunt&&Jack Nicholson
Julia Roberts&&Richard Gere
Scarlett Johansson&&Will Smith
Meryl Streep
Natalie Portman
Audrey Hepburn&&Morgan Freeman
@2:2; 5;
How many of these people are women?
>>
13. [2p] (a) How many of these people are women?
(1) Dwayne Johnson
(2) Julia Roberts
(3) Meryl Streep
(4) Audrey Hepburn
(5) Tom Hanks
(b) How many of these people are women?
(1) Johnny Depp
(2) Tom Hanks
(3) Tom Cruise
(4) Natalie Portman
(5) Leonardo DiCaprio
4.14. Questions of type G. Questions of type G (G for “generate”) are similar to questions of type T.
A type G question has the following structure
<<problemG;
a_matlab_function_name
@Mark[:NRepeats[:NAltAns]];k;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
Here a_matlab_function_name should be a MATLAB function which returns two variables: a string
variable which contains a statement in LATEX format and a false/true variable, which indicates whether
the statement is false or true.
In a question of type T we prepare a bank of false and true statements related to a certain topic. But
imagine, for example, that we want to test whether a student has learnt definition of congruence modulo
an integer. We may ask him/her a question of this kind: “Is it true that 7 ≡ 38 (mod 12).” And we
can prepare a bank of false and true statements of this kind for a type T question. There is another way
to do this: write a MATLAB function, say GetTwoCongruentIntegers which returns two variables: a
string of the kind 7 ≡ 38 (mod 12) but with randomly chosen numbers and a false/true value which
shows whether the randomly generated statement is false or true. Once this is done we can create a type
G question as follows:
<<problemG;
GetTwoCongruentIntegers
@1;4;
How many of the following congruences are true?
>>
Spike´` will run the MATLAB function GetTwoCongruentIntegers four times to produce four state-
ments counting the number of true statements along the way.
This is what this spike-code produces:
14. [1p] How many of the following congruences are true?
(1) 108 ≡ 101 (mod 7)
(2) 88 ≡ 152 (mod 8)
(3) 31 ≡ 69 (mod 10)
(4) 63 ≡ 75 (mod 3)
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Example.
function [s,b]=GetEvenInteger
% Returns a random integer s; b is true, if s is even
% and b is false if otherwise.
x=100+ 2 * randi(100);
b=(rand<0.5);
if ~b, x=x+1; end
s=xprintf(’$#r$’,’x’);
end
<<problemG;
GetEvenInteger
@1;5;
How many of the following integers are even?
>>
15. [1p] How many of the following integers are even?
(1) 120
(2) 170
(3) 179
(4) 271
(5) 107
4.15. Questions of type H. Questions of type H are very similar to questions of type G, but provide
more flexibility.
Sometimes we may prepare two or more questions using the same data. For example, given numbers
17, 32 and 4 the following statements are equivalent:
17 ∈ [32]4, [17]4 = [32]4, 17 ≡ 32 (mod 4).
In such a case type H spike-block allows to generate three different questions using the same data. The
advantage of this is that we need to write only one Matlab function producing randomised data, such as
17, 32, 4, in order to generate two or more questions.
In type H question the command part has to produce two variables: out and tf (for true/false). The
first variable out is a string variable which contains in LaTeX format the statement of the question and
the second variable tf is a boolean variable which indicates whether this statement is true or not.
The structure of a type H question is this:
<<problemH;
(Command part)
@Mark[:NRepeats];k;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
The command part has to produce two variables: out and tf. Spike´` runs the command part k times
to generate k statements counting along the way the number of true statements produced.
Let us consider an example. Assume that we have written a MATLAB function GetCongruentInts
which returns four variables: three random integer variables a, b and n and one boolean variable tf,
which has value “true” if and only if n divides a-b. Then the aim of question 18 can be achieved by the
following code:
<<problemH;
[a,b,n,tf]=GetCongruentInts;
out=xprintf(’$\congruent{#r}{#r}{#r}$’,’a,b,n’);
@1;4;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
The LaTeX command \congruent can be defined as, for example,
\newcommand{\congruent}[3]{#1 \equiv #2 \ \ (\,\mathrm{mod} \ #3)}.
This definition can be inserted into the top-file.
Now using the same function GetCongruentInts we can generate other questions. For example,
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<<problemH;
[a,b,n,tf]=GetCongruentInts;
out=xprintf(’$[#r]_{#r}=[#r]_{#r}$’,’a,n,b,n’);
@1;4;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
<<problemH;
[a,b,n,tf]=GetCongruentInts;
out=xprintf(’$#r \in [#r]_{#r}$’,’a,b,n’);
@1;4;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
<<problemH;
[a,b,n,tf]=GetCongruentInts;
out=xprintf(’$[#r]_{#r} \cap[#r]_{#r} = \\emptyset$’,’a,n,b,n’);
@1;4;
How many of the following statements are true?
>>
16. [1p] How many of the following statements are true?
(1) [106]4 = [138]4
(2) [33]13 = [181]13
(3) [56]3 = [53]3
(4) [119]10 = [138]10
17. [1p] How many of the following statements are true?
(1) 44 ∈ [132]7
(2) 112 ∈ [180]5
(3) 113 ∈ [146]3
(4) 35 ∈ [178]13
18. [1p] How many of the following statements are true?
(1) [78]4 ∩ [114]4 = ∅
(2) [61]3 ∩ [98]3 = ∅
(3) [115]3 ∩ [124]3 = ∅
(4) [115]9 ∩ [178]9 = ∅
4.16. Questions of type D. Example of a type D question:
<<problemD;
Spike_m_files/ProblemD_data/animals.txt
**1
@2;5;
How many of the following are cats?
>>
Here Spike_m_files/ProblemD_data/animals.txt is a file with so-called problem D database. It
has the following content:
% Carnivore: C carnivore, H herbivore
% Type: M mammal, F fish, R reptile, B bird.
% Cats: 1 a cat, 0 not a cat.
% Animal Carnivore Type Cats
%
%
Antelope & H & M & 0
Bobcat & C & M & 1
Cheetah & C & M & 1
Crocodile & C & R & 0
Emu & H & B & 0
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Jaguar & C & M & 1
Kangaroo & H & M & 0
Koala & H & M & 0
Leopard & C & M & 1
Lion & C & M & 1
Panthera & C & M & 1
Rabbit & H & M & 0
Shark & C & F & 0
Tiger & C & M & 1
Wolf & C & M & 0
Zebra & H & M & 0
Lines which start with % are comments. Spike picks up five (from the second parameter in the at-line
@2;5;) entries of this database. Which of them are considered to be true is determined by the second
line **1. The line **1 means that a chosen entry is correct if the third parameter is 1, while the first two
can be anything.
One can also tell Spike which statements to choose. For example,
<<problemD;
Spike_m_files/ProblemD_data/animals.txt
**1
*M*
@2;5;
How many of the following mammals are cats?
>>
The third line *M* here tells Spike to choose only entries which satisfy the specifications *M*, that is,
entries whose second parameter is M, mammal.
19. [2p] How many of the following mammals are cats?
(1) Antelope
(2) Rabbit
(3) Cheetah
(4) Jaguar
(5) Panthera
Example. Assume that we have prepared the following file rings.txt:
% & Ring & Commutative & Has identity & Has no zero divisors & Has mult. inv.
$\mbZ$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0
$\mbQ$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbR$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbC$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$C(\mbR)$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$C_c(\mbR)$ & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0
$C^1(\mbR)$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$C^2(\mbR)$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$C^\infty(\mbR)$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$M_n(\mbR)$ & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_2$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbZ_3$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbZ_5$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbZ_7$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbZ_{11}$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1
$\mbZ_4$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_6$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_8$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_9$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_{10}$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
$\mbZ_{12}$ & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0
-------
<<problemD;
Spike_m_files/ProblemD_data/rings.txt
11111
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@2;5;
How many of the following rings are fields?
>>
20. [2p] How many of the following rings are fields?
(1) Z8
(2) Z5
(3) C1(R)
(4) C
(5) Z3
<<problemD;
Spike_m_files/ProblemD_data/rings.txt
11111
111**
@2;5;
How many of the following unital commutative rings are fields?
>>
21. [2p] How many of the following unital commutative rings are fields?
(1) C2(R)
(2) Z7
(3) R
(4) C
(5) Z12
4.17. The \freeze command. In the text part of all question-blocks one can use the command \freeze.
This command is used if the question is repeated at least two times. The part of the text part which
appears before the \freeze command is typed only once, and the part which follows after \freeze is
typed in every repeat of the question.
Examples.
<<problemB;
n={8:20};
a = randperm(n);
parity=permparity(a);
bool=round((1-parity)/2);
answer(’$+1$~$-1$’);
@2:3;a;
Find parity of the permutation.
\freeze
$$
#0q.
$$
>>
22. [2p] Find parity of the permutation.
(a) (
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
12 10 8 3 1 14 5 13 4 11 2 15 7 9 6 16 17
)
.
(A) +1 (B) −1
(b) (
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 8 4 7 10 6 3 9 5
)
.
(A) +1 (B) −1
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(c) (
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 2 3 8 4 7 6 5 1 9
)
.
(A) +1 (B) −1
<<problemT;
% False
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbR,$ $\phi(x) = e^x.$
$\phi \colon GL(#r,\mbR) \to \mbR,$ \ $\phi(A) = \det(A).$@{2:6}
$\phi \colon M_{#r}(\mbR) \to \mbR^*,$ \ $\phi(A) = \det(A).$@{2:6}
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbR,$ $\phi(x) = 1.$
$\phi \colon M_n(\mbR) \to \mbR,$ \ $\phi(A) = \det(A).$
-------
% True
$\phi \colon GL(n,\mbR) \to \mbR^*,$ \ $\phi(A) = \det(A).$
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbR_+,$ $\phi(x) = e^x.$
$\phi \colon \mbR_+ \to \mbR,$ $\phi(x) = \ln(x).$
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbT,$ $\phi(x) = e^{i#rx}$@{2:15}
$\phi \colon \mbZ \to \mbT,$ $\phi(m) = e^{i#rm}$@{2:15}
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbR_+,$ $\phi(x) = 1.$
$\phi \colon \mbR \to \mbR,$ $\phi(x) = 0.$
@4:2;4;
In the following questions $\mbZ,\ \mbR$ are groups with addition
as group operation, $\mbR_+:=\set{x \in \mbR \colon x>0},$
$\mbR^*:=\mbR\setminus\set{0}$ and $\mbT:=\set{z \in \mbC \colon
\abs{z}=1}$ are groups with multiplication as group operation.
$M_n(\mbR)$ is the set of all real matrices of size $n\times n$
with matrix addition as a group operation, $GL(n,\mbR)$ is the set
of all invertible real matrices of size $n\times n$ with matrix
multiplication as a group operation.
\freeze
How many of the following
maps are group homomorphisms?
>>
23. [4p] In the following questions Z, R are groups with addition as group operation, R+ := {x ∈ R : x > 0} ,
R∗ := R \ {0} and T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} are groups with multiplication as group operation. Mn(R) is
the set of all real matrices of size n × n with matrix addition as a group operation, GL(n,R) is the set
of all invertible real matrices of size n× n with matrix multiplication as a group operation.
(a) How many of the following maps are group homomorphisms?
(1) ϕ : Z→ T, ϕ(m) = ei5m
(2) ϕ : R+ → R, ϕ(x) = ln(x).
(3) ϕ : R → R+, ϕ(x) = 1.
(4) ϕ : R → R, ϕ(x) = 0.
(b) How many of the following maps are group homomorphisms?
(1) ϕ : Mn(R)→ R, ϕ(A) = det(A).
(2) ϕ : R → R, ϕ(x) = ex.
(3) ϕ : R+ → R, ϕ(x) = ln(x).
(4) ϕ : GL(n,R)→ R∗, ϕ(A) = det(A).
4.18. Questions of type V. A type V question is not random. This type of question is introduced to
allow non-randomised questions in an assignment. The structure of a type V question is as follows:
<<problemV;
@Mark;X;
Write here whatever you want
in LaTeX format.
>>
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Here X is the correct answer to the question.
Example.
<<problemV;
@2;D;
Which of the following chemical elements is a metal?
\medskip
(A) \ $\mathrm O$ \quad (B) \ $\mathrm C$ \quad (C) \ $\mathrm H$
\quad (D) \ $\mathrm K$ \quad (E) \ $\mathrm N$
>>
24. [2p] Which of the following chemical elements is a metal?
(A) O (B) C (C) H (D) K (E) N
4.19. Questions of type Z. A question of type Z is not a question. If a spike-block <<...>> starts with
<<problemZ; then Spike´` ignores the whole spike-block. This feature is convenient for toggling questions
in and out from the assignment.
5. Top-file
5.1. Top-file. Spike´` prepares an output LATEX-file which contains one assignment for each student en-
rolled in a topic. In the beginning of this output file it is desirable to give some information relevant to
the assignment such as: (1) assignment number, (2) due date, (3) the percentage of the total assessment
which this assignment constitutes, (4) instructions on how to submit answers to the assignment, (5) what
to do in certain exceptional cases, etc.
All this information can be given in the top-file. It can also contain LATEX preamble commands and
macro-commands. An example of a top-file is given in Section ??.
The command %EOF in the top-file means end of file: Spike´` ignores everything which follows after this
line. This command is not compulsory.
Top-file consists of two parts: the MATLAB part and the LATEX-part. The line which starts with
\documentclass separates the MATLAB and the LATEX-parts of the top-file. Spike executes commands
in the MATLAB part and copies the LATEX-part into the beginning of the output LATEX-file.
Some of the LATEX-part commands may contain references to the topic code and the assignment
number, which are given as arguments to Spike´` . In Spike´` there are two LATEX-commands \topiccode
and \NAss which define the topic code and the assignment number respectively. Spike´` automatically
defines these commands when it encounters the line \begin{document} in the top-file. That is, in the
top-file one can use LATEX commands \topiccode and \NAss after \begin{document} without defining
them.
5.2. Spike`´ variables. Spike has several variables: duedate, rseed, NAltAns, NRepeat. rseed is a
seed for MATLAB’s generator of pseudo-random numbers, NAltAns is the number of alternative answers,
NRepeat is the number of times each assignment question is repeated.
By default, NAltAns=5, and NRepeat=1. These default values can be changed in the MATLAB part
of the top-file or in a data-block, as in
NAltAns = 4;
or
<<data;
NAltAns = 4;
>>
5.3. Destination folder DestFolder. Spike saves the assignment file in the \Prelim folder. One can
also instruct Spike to save the assignment file in an another folder, which we call destination folder, if
such a folder exists. The destination folder is defined in the top-file by assigning value to the DestFolder
variable, for example,
DestFolder=’..\..\Nur\Teaching Semester 2\MATH3731\Assignments’;
Spike starts searching for this folder from the Spike folder.
In the name of DestFolder one can use the parameters [Sem], [Ver] and [Topic] which will be
replaced by the current semester, assignment version number and the topic code, for example, as in
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DestFolder=’..\..\Nur\Teaching Semester [Sem]\[Topic]\Assignments’;
5.4. Variable duedate. In every run Spike´` prepares a LaTeX command \DueDate, for example,
\newcommand{\DueDate}{Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm}
Here the string ’Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm’ is taken from the value of the variable duedate,
which needs to be set up in the Matlab part of the top-file; for example,
duedate=’Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm’;
After this the LaTeX command \DueDate can be used in the LaTeX part of the top-file.
Often it is convenient to set up due dates of particular assignments for particular topics beforehand.
This can be done as follows:
duedate:MATH3712A2V1=’Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm’;
This means that version 1 of assignment 2 for topic MATH3712 is due on the specified day and time. This
due date will be applied only to such an assignment, that is, only if the Matlab command which generates
the assignment is spike(’MATH3712’,2) or spike(’MATH3712’,2,1); otherwise this command will be
ignored by Spike´` . There can be more than one duedate commands. For example, the commands
% Due dates of Partial Differential Equations assignments.
duedate:MATH3712A1V1=’Wednesday, 24th of August, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3712A2V1=’Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3712A3V1=’Wednesday, 19th of October, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3712A4V1=’Friday, 4th of November, 11pm’;
% Due dates of Algebra assignments.
duedate:MATH3731A1V1=’Wednesday, 24th of August, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3731A2V1=’Wednesday, 14th of September, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3731A3V1=’Wednesday, 19th of October, 11pm’;
duedate:MATH3731A4V1=’Friday, 4th of November, 11pm’;
set up the due dates of the eight assignments.
If there are more than one eligible duedate commands, then Spike´` will choose the last eligible duedate
command, ignoring all previous duedate commands.
5.5. Variable PercentMarks. Everything that has been said in the previous subsection about the
duedate variable also applies to PercentMarks variable. This variable is supposed to show the rela-
tive weight of an assignment in the topic assessment. For example, if the Matlab part of the top-file has
a command
PercentMarks=’10’;
then Spike´` will create a LaTeX variable \PercentMarks using the command
\newcommand{\PercentMarks}{10}.
This command can further be used in the LaTeX part of the top-file.
One can also set up weights of individual assignments. For example, if a topic MATH2702 has five
assignments with maximum marks 5, 10, 5, 10 and 10 respectively then one can use the following com-
mands:
PercentMarks:MATH2702A1V1=5;
PercentMarks:MATH2702A2V1=10;
PercentMarks:MATH2702A3V1=5;
PercentMarks:MATH2702A4V1=10;
PercentMarks:MATH2702A5V1=10;
5.6. Variables GlblNRepeat, GlblWeight and GlblNAltAns. There are variables called GlblNRepeat,
GlblWeight and GlblNAltAns. By default, these variables have the value of the empty string, in which
case they are ignored by Spike´` . If the value of any of these variables is not an empty string then this
value overrides the value of the corresponding “local” variable. For example, an at-line of this kind
@4:2:4; ...
sets the weight of the question to be 4, the number of repeats to be 2 and the number of alternative
answers to be 4. However, these values will be overridden by the values of the corresponding variables
GlblNRepeat, GlblWeight and GlblNAltAns, provided they are values are not empty strings. The
variables GlblNRepeat and GlblNAltAns also override values of variables NRepeat and NAltAns.
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This feature is convenient for generating exam papers. In an exam paper the number of repeats of
every question should probably be set to 1 (right?), the weights of exam questions may be chosen to be
the same independently of their difficulty, and the number of alternative answers can be chosen to be say
four instead of normal five. It would be absolutely unwise to change manually values of these variables
in all questions for this purpose. The variables GlblNRepeat, GlblWeight and GlblNAltAns provide a
convenient way of doing this.
For example, in my exam top-file examtopfile.tex I have the following lines:
GlblWeight=3;
GlblNRepeat=1;
GlblNAltAns=5;
The following is a fragment of a resulting exam paper:
25. [3m] Let P2(x) = ax
2 + bx+ c be the osculating polynomial for the data
f(−1) = −7, f(2) = −4, f ′(−1) = 7.
Find the coefficients of P2(x) and thereby calculate a− 2b+ 3c.
(A) 28 (B) −14 (C) −15 (D) 1 (E) 13
26. [3m] Find the relative error of approximation of f ′(0.6) by the Left End 3-point formula with mesh
size h = 0.015, where f(x) = arctan(7x).
(A) 2.1536 · 10−4 (B) 2.1566 · 10−3 (C) 5.3853 · 10−4 (D) 3.2704 · 10−4 (E) 1.0271 · 10−3
27. [3m] Find the relative error of approximation of the integral∫ 0.4
0
1
1 + 2x2
dx
by Trapezoidal Rule.
(A) 8.6385 · 10−2 (B) 3.2453 · 10−2 (C) 3.4359 · 10−2 (D) 1.6470 · 10−2 (E) 1.6855 · 10−2
6. Function xprintf and hash-tag operators
In this section we describe the function xprintf, which converts data from Matlab format into LaTeX
format.
MATLAB has an in-built function sprintf. For example,
>> a=4; b=5;
>> sprintf(’As is known %d times %d equals %d.’,a,b,a*b)
ans =
As is known 4 times 5 equals 20.
Spike has an analogue of this function called xprintf which comes in Spike´` ’s package. The difference
between sprintf and xprintf is that the latter represents the variables in LaTeX format, and unlike
sprintf, in xprintf the variables should be taken in quotes.
For example, the same result as above is achieved by the command
>> xprintf(’As is known #r times #r equals #r.’,’a,b,a*b’)
ans =
As is known 4 times 5 equals 20.
Instead of the formatting operator %d we should use #r. In this case there is no difference between the
output of sprintf and xprintf.
To demonstrate a difference between these two functions we shall consider a few more examples.
>> a=5/7; b=3/8;
>> sprintf(’The sum of rational numbers %.3f and %.3f is %.3f.’,a,b,a+b)
ans =
The sum of rational numbers 0.714 and 0.375 is 1.089.
>> a=5/7; b=3/8;
>> xprintf(’The sum of rational numbers #r and #r is #r.’,’a,b,a+b’)
ans =
The sum of rational numbers \frac{5}{7} and \frac{3}{8} is \frac{61}{56}.
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If value of a real variable is a rational number with not very big denominator, then the function
xprintf recognises this and writes value of the variable in LaTeX format as a rational number. As can
be seen, xprintf does not automatically augment a formula with dollar signs.
>> a=sqrt(18); b=sqrt(98);
>> xprintf(’The product of irrational numbers $#r$ and $#r$ is $#r.$’,’a,b,a*b’)
ans =
The product of irrational numbers $3\sqrt{2}$ and $7\sqrt{2}$ is $42.$
In this example the function xprintf recognised that the variables a and b contain square roots of
integers, and appropriately wrote them in LaTeX format. If xprintf fails to represent a real number
in some reasonable algebraic form then it writes the number with four digits after the decimal point. A
report about this goes to log-file.
>> a=25*pi; b=7*pi;
>> xprintf(’The quotient of numbers $#r$ and $#r$ is a rational number $#r.$’,’a,b,a/b’)
ans =
The quotient of numbers $25\pi$ and $7\pi$ is a rational number $\frac{25}{7}.$
One can force xprintf to write real numbers in decimal point form with a specified number of digits
after the decimal point as follows:
>> a=25*pi; b=2*pi;
>> xprintf(’The quotient of numbers #7r and #3r is a rational number #5r.’,’a,b,a/b’)
ans =
The quotient of numbers 78.5398163 and 6.283 is a rational number 12.50000.
The operator #e represents real numbers in floating point form. For example,
>> a=25*pi; b=2*pi;
>> xprintf(’The quotient of $#e$ and $#e$ is $#e.$’,’a,b,a/b’)
ans =
The quotient of $7.854\cdot 10^{1}$ and $6.283$ is $1.250\cdot 10^{1}$.
If necessary, the number of significant digits can be given as an argument after # as follows
>> a=25*pi; b=2*pi; xprintf(’The quotient of $#6e$ and $#3e$ is $#4e.$’,’a,b,a/b’)
ans =
The quotient of $7.85398\cdot 10^{1}$ and $6.28$ is $1.250\cdot 10^{1}.$
If we wish to use in xprintf the formatting of Matlab’s sprintf function, we should use the percentage
symbol % after #. For example,
\verb!xprintf(’What is #%5d times #%12d?’,’a,b’)!
does the same as
\verb!sprintf(’What is %5d times %12d’,a,b)!.
In the following subsections we describe other xprintf operators.
6.1. Coefficients c. The hash-tag command #c indicates that the corresponding variable is to be treated
as a coefficient. For example, if the corresponding variable has value 12 then #cx^2 will be replaced by
12x^2. Exceptional cases: if the variable has value 1, then cx^2 will be replaced by x^2; if #-variable has
value −1, then cx^2 will be replaced by -x^2; if #-variable has value 0, then cx^2 will be replaced by
empty space, more exactly, in this case Spike will remove all characters after #c until an empty space is
encountered.
If the #c command has + as a parameter, then Spike writes + before a positive coefficient.
If the value of #-variable is not an integer then it will be written in algebraic form as in #r.
6.2. Floating point numbers e. #e, #[+][c,s,i,f][mantissalength][,base]e
The command #e instructs Spike to write a real number in floating point form. Using the optional
parameter [+], one can choose whether to write + before a positive number or not. Further, the optional
parameter [c,s,i,f] allows to choose between computer form (c), scientific form (s) or fixed point form
(f), if the parameter (i) is chosen then xprintf rounds the number and treats it as an integer. The other
two optional parameters [mantissalength] and [base] are self-explanatory.
Examples.
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>> [xprintf(’#e’,’pi^4’), ’ ’, xprintf(’#12e’,’exp(5)’)]
ans =
9.741\cdot 10^{1} 1.48413159103\cdot 10^{2}
>> [xprintf(’#"f6"e’,’pi^4’), ’ ’, xprintf(’#"c5,2"e’,’pi^4’)]
ans =
97.409091 0.11000\cdot 2^{7}
>> xprintf(’#"i"e’,’round(pi^3)’)
ans =
31
>> xprintf(’#"+i0,2"e’,’round(pi^6)’)
ans =
+1111000001
>> xprintf(’#9,16e’,’pi^7’)
ans =
B.CC4B10FA\cdot 16^{2}
Examples.
<<problemI;
x=1000+randi(9000);
answer(’\verb!#"i0,16"e!$_{16}$’,x);
@2:3;x;
Convert the number $#r$ to the hexadecimal system.
>>
<<problemI;
x={1001:9999};
condition = (rem(x,2)~=0);
y=x/10000;
answer(’\verb!#"f7,2"e!$_{2}$ \\’,y);
@2:2;x;
Convert the number \verb!0.#r! to base 2
rounding the answer to seven digits after the binary point.
>>
28. [2p] (a) Convert the number 8361 to the hexadecimal system.
(A) 162B16 (B) 20A916 (C) 235816 (D) 1CBC16 (E) 56416
(b) Convert the number 5484 to the hexadecimal system.
(A) 17E716 (B) 156C16 (C) FC316 (D) 15AA16 (E) 181416
(c) Convert the number 6306 to the hexadecimal system.
(A) 17C516 (B) C1316 (C) 18A216 (D) 1BD816 (E) 236116
29. [2p] (a) Convert the number 0.1867 to base 2 rounding the answer to seven digits after the binary
point.
(A) 0.00110002
(B) 0.10001002
(C) 0.11101102
(D) 0.00101112
(E) 0.01110002
(b) Convert the number 0.1683 to base 2 rounding the answer to seven digits after the binary point.
(A) 0.01000012
(B) 0.11110102
(C) 0.10100012
(D) 0.00101102
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(E) 0.11001112
6.3. Linear combinations l. The command #l writes a row of numbers as a linear combination whose
coefficients are entries of the row.
The following examples demonstrate how to use this command.
>> a=[-3 0 0 1 -8 0 -1]; xprintf(’#l’,’a’)
ans =
-3x_{1}+x_{4}-8x_{5}-x_{7} % x_1, x_2, ...
% are a default choice of variables of a linear combination.
>> a=[1 2 3 6]; xprintf(’#"+~y"l’,’a’)
ans =
+y_{1}+2y_{2}+3y_{3}+6y_{4} % write y_j instead of x_j
>> a=[1 2 3 6]; xprintf(’#"+~x,y,z,w"l’,’a’) % use x,y,z,w
% instead of x_1, x2, ...
ans =
+x_{1}+2y_{2}+3z_{3}+6w_{4}
>> a=[-1 0 3 1]; xprintf(’#"~\alpha"l’,’a’)
ans =
-\alpha_{1}+3\alpha_{3}+\alpha_{4}
Example.
<<problemI;
p={7,11};
freeze
A = randi(p-1,3,3);
condition = NotZero(mod(det(A),p));
x = randi(p-1,3,1);
b=mod(A*x,p);
rmdr=mod(x’*x,p);
answer(’#r’,rmdr);
@3:2;p,A(1,:),b(1),A(2,:),b(2),A(3,:),b(3),p;
Solve the system of equations in~$\mbZ_{#r}$
\begin{equation*}
\begin{split}
#l & = #r, \\
#l & = #r, \\
#l & = #r,
\end{split}
\end{equation*}
and thereby calculate $x_1^2+x_2^2+x_3^2$ (in~$\mbZ_{#r}$).
>>
30. [3p] (a) Solve the system of equations in Z11
4x1 + 10x2 + 6x3 = 3,
7x1 + 7x2 + 6x3 = 0,
x1 + 7x2 + 8x3 = 8,
and thereby calculate x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 (in Z11).
(A) 6 (B) 9 (C) 4 (D) 1 (E) 7
(b) Solve the system of equations in Z11
3x1 + x2 + x3 = 7,
2x1 + 6x2 + 9x3 = 7,
2x1 + 3x2 + 7x3 = 8,
and thereby calculate x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 (in Z11).
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(A) 1 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 3 (E) 10
<<problemI;
p={7,11,13,17};
freeze
A = randi(p-1,2,2);
condition = NotZero(mod(det(A),p));
x = randi(p-1,2,1);
b=mod(A*x,p);
rmdr=mod(x’*x,p);
answer(’#r’,rmdr);
@3:2;p,A(1,:),b(1),A(2,:),b(2),p;
Solve the system of equations in~$\mbZ_{#r}$
\begin{equation*}
\begin{split}
#"~x,y"l & = #r, \\
#"~x,y"l & = #r,
\end{split}
\end{equation*}
and thereby calculate $x^2+y^2$ (in~$\mbZ_{#r}$).
>>
31. [3p] (a) Solve the system of equations in Z11
x+ 6y = 3,
9x+ 2y = 7,
and thereby calculate x2 + y2 (in Z11).
(A) 10 (B) 7 (C) 6 (D) 4 (E) 1
(b) Solve the system of equations in Z13
11x+ 5y = 9,
10x+ 12y = 8,
and thereby calculate x2 + y2 (in Z13).
(A) 4 (B) 2 (C) 0 (D) 5 (E) 8
6.4. Matrices m. #m #[]m #()m or #Nm, #[]Nm, #()Nm, where N is a positive integer.
This command writes a matrix #-variable in LaTeX format. The command #m writes a matrix without
brackets, the command #[]m writes a matrix with square brackets, the command #()m writes a matrix
with round brackets.
Entries of the matrix #-variable can be non-integer rational numbers, in which case Spike will write
entries as fractions in LaTeX format. If there is a parameter N in #m command then Spike will write
entries of the matrix as fixed point real numbers with N digits after the decimal point.
Examples.
<<problemI;
A = randi(14,4,4)-7;
d = round(det(A));
answer(’$#r$’,d);
@1;A;
Find determinant of the matrix
$$#[]m.$$
>>
32. [1p] Find determinant of the matrix 

7 −4 −4 7
6 6 7 5
−4 −1 −3 −4
0 4 −6 6

 .
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(A) −147 (B) −940 (C) 342 (D) 297 (E) −379
<<problemI;
A = randi(14,2,2)-7;
d = round(det(A));
condition=(d~=0);
answer(’$#()m$’,inv(A));
@2::3;A;
Find inverse of the matrix
$$
#()m.
$$
>>
33. [2p] Find inverse of the matrix (
3 4
0 −5
)
.
(A)
(
1
13
− 3
26
1
13
7
52
)
(B)
(
1 3
4
0 − 1
4
)
(C)
(
1
3
4
15
0 − 1
5
)
6.5. Polynomials p, <p, >p. This command writes a polynomial in LaTeX format with coefficients
taken from a vector #-variable. The command #<p (respectively, #>p) tells Spike to write the polynomial
in the order of increasing (respectively, decreasing) powers. If the order is not specified, then Spike uses
the default order of powers, which is #<p.
For example, if the #-variable a has value [1,0,0,0.5,0,0.1] then #p will be replaced by
1+\frac{1}{2}x^{3}+\frac{1}{10}x^{5},
which gives
1 +
1
2
x3 +
1
10
x5.
For a with the same value #>p will be replaced by
1
10
x5 +
1
2
x3 + 1.
A term with zero coefficient is dropped. Spike also drops coefficient of a term if it is +1 or -1, only the
sign is written.
Example.
<<problemI;
p={7,11,13};
freeze
N={8:19};
a=zeros(1,N);
a(1:3)=1+randi(p-2,1,3);
a(N)=1;
c=1+randi(p-2);
answ=PolyEval(a,c,p);
answer(’$#r$’,answ);
@2:2;a,p-c,p;
Let $f(x) = #>p$ and $g(x) = x+#r$ be two polynomials from~$\mbZ_{#r}[x].$
Find remainder when $f(x)$ is divided by $g(x).$
>>
34. [2p] (a) Let f(x) = x7 + 2x2 + 12x + 5 and g(x) = x + 8 be two polynomials from Z13[x]. Find
remainder when f(x) is divided by g(x).
(A) 12 (B) 5 (C) 9 (D) 2 (E) 6
(b) Let f(x) = x12 +5x2 + 9x+ 10 and g(x) = x+ 2 be two polynomials from Z11[x]. Find remainder
when f(x) is divided by g(x).
(A) 7 (B) 8 (C) 9 (D) 2 (E) 5
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6.6. Permutations 0q 1q 2q. We shall identify an n-permutation given by standard 2 × n table with
the second row of this table.
The command #0q writes a permutation in its standard form as a table. The command #1q writes
a permutation as a product of cycles including trivial length one cycles. The command #2q writes a
permutation as a product of cycles omitting trivial length one cycles.
Example.
<<problemI;
n=7;
freeze
a = randperm(n);
answer(’#1q’,a);
@2;a;
Write the permutation
$$
#0q
$$
as a product of disjoint cycles.
>>
35. [2p] Write the permutation (
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3 1 7 6 4 5 2
)
as a product of disjoint cycles.
(A) (175)(23)(46) (B) (13)(26745) (C) (1372)(465) (D) (127536)(4) (E) (1564237)
6.7. Algebraically representable numbers r, +r, +Nr. This command tries to write a real number
as an algebraic expression, for example, 1/3 will be written as \frac{1}{3}, not as 0.3333. If it fails to
do this, then it will write the real number with four significant digits.
The option #+r is a signed version of #r.
Examples.
>> a=sqrt(125); xprintf(’#r’,’a’)
ans =
5\sqrt{5}
>> b=4/(40*pi); xprintf(’#r’,’b’)
ans =
\frac{1}{10\pi}
>> c=log(50)-log(2); xprintf(’#r’,’c’)
ans =
\ln\,25
<<problemI;
p,r,s!={2,3,5,7,11};
x=p^2*r*s;
answer(’$#r\sqrt{#r}$’,p,r*s);
@2:2:6; x;
Simplify $\sqrt{#r}.$
>>
36. [2p] (a) Simplify
√
315.
(A) 2
√
15 (B) 5
√
21 (C) 5
√
77 (D) 11
√
35 (E) 11
√
21 (F) 3
√
35
(b) Simplify
√
308.
(A) 11
√
10 (B) 2
√
33 (C) 5
√
77 (D) 3
√
22 (E) 5
√
33 (F) 2
√
77
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<<problemI;
p,r,s!={2,3,5,7,11};
freeze
a,b!={1:20};
condition=(gcd(a,p*r)==1);
condition=(gcd(b,p*s)==1);
x=a/(p*r);
condition=(x<1);
y=b/(p*s);
condition=(y<1);
answer(’$#r$’,x+y);
@2:2:6; x,y;
Calculate $#r+#r.$
>>
37. [2p] (a) Calculate 16
55
+ 8
15
.
(A) 194
165
(B) 17
165
(C) 136
165
(D) 73
165
(E) 41
33
(F) 16
33
(b) Calculate 7
22
+ 1
6
.
(A) 31
33
(B) 16
33
(C) 32
33
(D) 41
33
(E) 13
33
(F) 50
33
6.8. Strings s. This command works exactly as Matlab’s %s command.
6.9. Lines of tables t. This command returns a string which contains elements of a vector separated
by a character &. For example, if a=[3,5,7] then #&t will be replaced by 3&5&7.
In fact, one can use any other non-letter character instead of &, for example, ,. For instance, #,t will
be replaced by 3,5,7.
If elements of a vector are real numbers, then after the separator symbol one can give the number
of digits to be written. For example, #&~2t will write elements of the vector with two digits after the
decimal point and these numbers will be separated by &.
Example.
<<problemI;
a=randi(20,1,7)-10;
b=randi(20,1,7)-10;
answ=a*b’;
answer(’$#r$’,answ);
@1;a, b;
Find the scalar product of vectors $\mathbf a = (#,t)$
and $\mathbf b = (#,t).$
>>
38. [1p] Find the scalar product of vectors a = (8,−3, 4,−8,−4,−9,−7) and b = (−6, 2, 2,−5, 6, 2, 8).
(A) 13 (B) −79 (C) −104 (D) −164 (E) −103
Here the components of vectors are separated by commas, since we gave the comma as a parameter to
the hash-tag operator #t. The comma in the hash-tag operator #,t tells Spike´` to separate components
of the vector by commas. Instead of commas one can use any non-letter character, for example, #:t,
#;t etc. Otherwise, the separator should be taken in double quotes, such as, for example, #",\quad"t,
in case we wish to insert some space between components of a vector. The operator #t does not augment
a vector with brackets.
6.10. Powers w. This command writes an integer #-variable, say, n, as a power. For example, if n=-3,
then a#w will be replaced by a^{-3}. Exceptional cases: If n = 1, then a#w will be replaced by a.
If n = 0, then a#w will be replaced by empty string; more exactly, in this case Spike will remove all
characters preceding #w until an empty space is encountered. For example, AB \mathbf{C}#w will be
replaced by AB , if the value of the corresponding #-variable is zero.
If the #-variable has a rational non-integer value then Spike will write the power as a fraction. For
example, if #-variable n is 3/7, then a#w will be replaced by a^{\frac{3}{7}}.
As an example we will randomise this question:
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Simplify the expression
(a−5b4)−4(a−6c9)7
(b6c8)−1(a−7b−6)−1
.
<<problemI;
x,y,z!<{’a’:’n’,’p’:’z’};
freeze
n1,n2,n3!={-3:-1,1:5};
m1,m2,m3!={-3:-1,1:5};
k1,k2,k3!={-3:-1,1:5};
l1,l2,l3!={-3:-1,1:5};
p1=n1*n2+m1*m3-l1*l3;
p2=n2*n3-k1*k3-l2*l3;
p3=m2*m3-k2*k3;
answ1=xprintf(’#s#w #s#w #s#w’,’x,p1,y,p2,z,p3’);
answer(’$#s$’,answ1);
@1:2;x,n1,y,n2,n3,x,m1,z,m2,m3,y,k1,z,k2,k3,x,l1,y,l2,l3;
Simplify the expression
$$
\frac{(#s#w#s#w)^{#r} (#s#w#s#w)^{#r}} {(#s#w#s#w)^{#r} (#s#w#s#w)^{#r}}.
$$
>>
39. [1p] (a) Simplify the expression
(hk3)−1(h4l−3)3
(k2l5)−2(h−2k2)−3
.
(A) h14k5l−8 (B) h2k−1l−6 (C) h9k7l (D) h−25k2l−11 (E) h25k−27l−11
(b) Simplify the expression
(d3e−2)−3(d2t−1)−2
(e5t2)−2(d−2e3)−3
.
(A) d3e3t−13 (B) d−16e25t6 (C) e6t−9 (D) de−1t−10 (E) d9e−24t−4
6.11. ODE’s y. Examples.
>>a=[1,1,2];
>> xprintf(’#y’,’a’)
ans =
y\ddash+y\dash+2y
>> t=[1,4,-3,4,0,1];
>> xprintf(’#y’,’t’)
ans =
y^{(5)}+4y^{(4)}-3y\dddash+4y\ddash+y
Here y\ddash is a LaTeX command defined to produce y’’. This is done to avoid a possible conflict.
6.12. Categorical variables b. If a categorical variable x has n values value1, . . . , valuen then
xprintf(’#"value1~value2~...~valuen"b’,’x’)
will return valuek if x = k − 1.
Examples.
>> xprintf(’#"No~Yes"b’,’1’)
ans = Yes
>> y=2; xprintf(’#"Elliptic~Parabolic~Hyperbolic"b’,’y’)
ans = Hyperbolic
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6.13. Variation of parameters of a hashtag command. Sometimes we may need to variate a pa-
rameter of a hashtag command.
Example.
<<problemI;
x=1000+randi(9000);
answer(’#r’,x);
@1:2;x;
Convert the number \verb!#"i0,3"e! $_{3}$ given in base $3$ to the decimal system.
>>
If we wish to variate the base 3 we can do the following:
<<problemI;
b={3:7};
freeze
x=1000+randi(9000);
answer(’#r’,x);
@1:2;b,b,x;
Convert the number \verb!##"i0,#r"e! $_{#r}$ to the decimal system.
>>
Here we have a double-hashtag operator ##"i0,#r"e. They work in the same way as usual hashtag
operators, but with one exception: they are executed after all hashtag operators. In the example above
Spike first executes the two commands #r and only after that the command ##"i0,#r"e, in which by
the time of its execution the hashtag operator #r has been replaced by a number from the range 3..7. As
the example above shows, in the at-line the variables of hashtag operators (b,b in the example) should
precede the variables of double-hashtag operators (x in the example).
7. Marking
When Spike´` processes an spk-file it appends to the output LATEX-file the following information about
assignment questions:
(1) type of the question-block (A,B,D,I,R,T,G, H or V) which generated the question,
(2) the number of multiple choice answers
(3) question number,
(4) weight of question,
(5) marking specifications,
(6) the correct answer to each randomised version of the question.
This information is written in strings which start respectively with the following identifiers:
PrbType:
NAltAns:
Questns:
Weights:
Specfcs:
All this information is written in the output LATEX-file after the \end{document} command, so LATEX
ignores it. This information is used for marking purposes. Everyone can decide how to process this
information, but here I present my own solution of this task.
For example, assume that in a topic with topic code MATH3731 there are sixteen students with student
numbers
2198080
2189173
...
2155986
These numbers are kept in the file StudList.txt in MATH3731\ folder. Upon running the command
>>spike(’MATH3731’,3,1), Spike´` generates 16 assignments, one for each student.
At the end of the output assignment LATEX-file for the third assignment after the command \end{document}
Spike´` inserts the following information:
Topic code: MATH3731
Assignment number: 3
Version: 1
36 NURULLA AZAMOV
Number of questions: 22
Types of questions: 4B 11I 1H 6T
%MARKING
PrbType: T I I I I |I I T B I |T T I I I |B B B I T |T H
NAltAns: 5 5 5 5 5 |5 5 5 2 5 |5 5 5 5 5 |2 2 2 5 5 |5 5
Questns: 1 2 3 4 5 |6 7 8 9 0 |1 2 3 4 5 |6 7 8 9 0 |1 2
Weights: 3 1 2 1 1 |2 3 3 2 3 |2 2 1 2 2 |2 2 2 3 3 |3 2
Specfcs: . . . . . |. . . . . |. . . . . |. . . . . |. .
2198080: 12 AD BB DB EA|ED CC 12 ABB DB|12 12 CC AD DE|AAA AA BA CA 02|13 11
2189173: 22 EE AC CE DE|AC DE 22 AAA CE|22 22 CB DB DB|AAA AB BB EB 12|21 22
2164183: 33 AA CE DA EE|CC CB 12 BBB BA|20 01 DC EB BA|AAB AB AB DD 31|22 11
2197223: 34 EB CD CA DD|DE DE 21 BAB EE|21 11 BE EE AD|BBB BA AB DE 22|31 11
2197268: 22 DC DA AC DE|EB EA 12 ABB DB|12 01 ED DA EB|BAB BB AA EC 31|11 32
2172358: 22 BC BA EE DC|AB CA 03 BBB BC|31 21 DB DA ED|BBA AB AA DD 21|20 22
2176365: 23 DB AB BC AC|EA CA 22 ABB DB|21 32 DE CA AB|BAB BA BB BB 21|11 11
2177605: 32 CD BD AB EE|AB CD 23 BAA EB|31 42 BD AD AE|AAB BB BB AB 22|31 32
2176675: 22 DE CA CE CC|EC BA 22 BBA AB|31 42 DA BD AC|BAB BB BB AC 22|21 32
2148736: 11 CC BB AA DD|CE DA 32 AAB AA|23 21 DC CC DE|ABA AB AB AC 12|22 32
2158744: 11 BE BD EB ED|AD BC 12 ABA EC|22 21 EA BC AE|AAA AA AA AA 21|22 32
2196837: 24 CA CE BB DE|BA AD 12 BBB DE|32 21 DD DA EE|BBA AA BB BB 12|12 20
2196839: 23 AC EB EC EC|DA AD 22 BBB AD|21 11 EC DD DA|ABB BA BB DA 21|22 13
2155986: 34 DA AB ED BB|BE EA 22 ABA CB|32 02 BE BE BA|BAB AA AA CE 22|22 02
-------
Students ID’s don’t need to be sorted. The above information is used by a marking program spikemark
to mark the assignment. The function spikemark has four arguments: topic code, assignment number,
a number showing how much the assignment is worth in percents of total assessment, and an argument
Sort which can take two values 0 or 1. If Sort is zero, then the answer strings are not sorted, if Sort
is one, then the answer strings are sorted with respect to the last three digits of students ID’s, while the
first four digits are replaced by stars.
The command
>> spikemark(’MATH3731’,3,1,7,1)
marks an assignment; the number 7 indicates the maximum mark for it. This command should be
run from the folder Spike\, and it assumes that the assignment file A3V1.tex is kept in the folder
\Spike\MATH3731\Final.
The function spikemark scans the assignment file looking for a line which starts with %MARKING, since
spikemark knows that marking information is given immediately after this line. After %MARKING line
spikemark expects to find the lines PrbType, NAltAns, etc, in this order. After these lines spikemark
expects to find correct answers to assignment questions preceded by students’ IDs, as in the example
shown above until it encounters the “seven dash line”. Students’ answers spikemark takes from an email
submissions file, which in this case must have the name MATH3731\Submissions\A3V1.txt. The answers
in this file should be presented in the following form (the names are made-up):
Ray Smith MATH3731 A3V1 2172358 22 BC BA EE DC, AB CA 12 BBB BC, 21 21 ...! Wed 10:59 PM 17 KB
Jay Fox MATH3731 A3V1 2197268 32 DC DA AC AE, EB EA 31 ABB DB, 00 12 ...! Wed 10:49 PM 17 KB
Amy Hunt MATH3731 A3V1 2189173 33 EE AC CE DE, AC DE 33 AAA BE, 22 11 ...! Wed 9:59 PM 17 KB
...
I get this information by copying the content of a Microsoft Outlook email folder, which collects student
email submissions, into the submissions folder. Namely, the Outlook’s Inbox folder has the subfolder
Assignment submissions\MATH3731 and this subfolder has eight subfolders MATHA1V1, MATHA2V1, . . . ,
MATHA4V2. The function spikemark scans each line of the submissions file A3V1_2017.txt for the string
MATH3731 A3V1 after which it expects to find a seven-digit student ID and a list of the students’ answers
followed by !. Everything before MATH3731 A3V1 and after ! the function spikemark ignores.
The command spikemark(’MATH3731’,3,1,7,1) prepares a LaTeX file MATH3731A3V1_marks.tex,
which is saved in the subfolder \Spike\MATH3731\Marks. This file contains the processed marking infor-
mation. The following table is produced by spikemark(’MATH3731’,3,1,7,1).
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Flinders University 2017 Semester 2
MATH3731 Assignment 3 (version 1) marks as by 23-Oct-2017
Stud. ID Answers p-ts mark
1 ****080 12 ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ D+|++ 12 ++ ++ ++|AAA ++ ++ ++ 0+|+3 ++ 31 4.6
2 ****173 22 ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ 22 +++ C+|++ 22 ++ ++ ++|+++ ++ ++ +B ++|++ 22 31 4.6
3 ****183 33 ++ ++ ++ ++|C+ ++ 1+ +++ ++|+0 ++ ++ +B B+|AA+ ++ +B D+ 31|+2 ++ 20 3.0
4 ****223 +4 ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|++ 11 ++ ++ ++|BB+ +A ++ ++ +2|++ ++ 35 5.2
5 ****268 2+ ++ ++ ++ D+|++ ++ 12 +++ ++|12 01 ++ ++ ++|BAB ++ ++ E+ 31|+1 3+ 23 3.4
6 ****358 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ 03 +++ ++|3+ ++ ++ ++ ++|+++ +B AA ++ ++|+0 ++ 35 5.2
7 ****365 2+ DB ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|+1 +2 ++ +A ++|BA. ++ BB ++ 21|++ ++ 30 4.5
8 ****605 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|+1 4+ ++ ++ ++|+++ ++ ++ A+ ++|3+ ++ 37 5.5
9 ****675 22 ++ ++ ++ ++|++ B+ 2+ +++ ++|++ ++ ++ +D ++|+++ ++ ++ +C 22|++ ++ 30 4.5
10 ****736 11 ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|++ +1 ++ ++ ++|+++ ++ ++ ++ +2|+2 ++ 36 5.4
11 ****744 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|++ ++ ++ ++ A+|+++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ 45 6.7
12 ****837 .. .. .. .. ..|.. .. .. ... ..|.. .. .. .. ..|... .. .. .. ..|.. .. 0 0.0
13 ****839 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ +2 +++ AD|+1 +1 ++ ++ ++|AB. ++ ++ D+ 21|++ ++ 29 4.3
14 ****986 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++|++ ++ ++ +++ ++|++ 02 ++ ++ ++|+++ ++ ++ ++ 2+|2+ ++ 39 5.8
Questns 1 2 3 4 5 |6 7 8 9 0 |1 2 3 4 5 |6 7 8 9 0 |1 2
Repeats ab ab ab ab ab|ab ab ab abc ab|ab ab ab ab ab|abc ab ab ab ab|ab ab max max
Weights 3 1 2 1 1 |2 3 3 2 3 |2 2 1 2 2 |2 2 2 3 3 |3 2 47 7
If a student’s answer is incorrect, then the correct answer A,B,C,... or "-" is shown in the table.
"-" means that student’s answer is incorrect and the correct answer will be given later.
"+" means that student’s answer is correct.
"." means that the answer was not given.
The number of students enrolled in this topic: 14.
The number of submissions: 13.
The average mark for this assignment: 4.823.
The standard deviation of non-zero marks: 0.978.
The rounded numbers of correct answers given to each question averaged over the number of repeats:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
7 12 13 13 13 13 13 9 13 11 10 6 13 12 12 8 12 11 10 6 10 12
%: 50 92 100 100 96 96 96 65 100 85 73 46 100 88 92 59 92 81 77 46 73 88
** -- ** -- **
Mark distribution:
0.0- 0.4: *
0.5- 1.4:
1.5- 2.4:
2.5- 3.4: **
3.5- 4.4: ***
4.5- 5.4: *****
5.5- 6.4: **
6.5- 7.0: *
The Specfcs line consists of four characters: ".+0n". The dot character "." means that the question
should be marked as usual. The plus character "+" means that all students’ answers to this question
should be considered as correct. The zero character "0" means that the question should be ignored,
that is, student’s answers should be ignored if there are ones, whether they are correct or not, and the
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question’s weights should be ignored, that is, to be assumed to be equal to zero. Finally, the character n
means that the correct answer to this question should not be given to students.
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